Introduction
During the last decade, Optical Imaging of neural activity 1, 2] has been proven to be a powerful technique for the highly resolved detection of two-dimensional neural activation patterns. Being the only in vivo method for functional imaging which can spatially resolve the details of the functional cortical architecture (as opposed to fMRI and PET 3, 4] ), Optical Imaging has triggered the discovery of many important aspects of the functional organization of the cortex such as the two-dimensional pinwheel-like structure of orientation maps in cats 5, 6, 7, 8] , monkeys 1, 9, 10], ferrets 11, 12] and other species 13], the layout of direction selectivity maps 14, 15] and the relationship between di erent map systems within one and the same animal 16, 17, 18, 19] . Optical imaging has been successfully applied to reveal the structure of auditory 20, 21] and somatosensory maps 22] and helped to gain useful insights into developmental processes of cortical function 8, 23, 24, 21, 22] . Finally, the technique allowed for the rst time to directly relate anatomical cortical wiring patterns to functional aspects of the cortex 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] .
Unfortunately, this technique to date is restricted to the super cial 800 m of the cortex (see below 30]), and in addition integrates intrinsic signals over this depth. The cortex, in contrast, is in total roughly 2 mm thick and carries out di erent processing tasks within di erent layers. For example, the super cial layers of the macaque monkey striate cortex are dominated by orientation selectivity and color sensitivity of the cells 31, 32] , while direction selective neurons concentrate in layer 4B 33] . Finally, many of the layer 4C neurons are not or weakly orientation selective and can be distinguished by their color sensitivity and contrast threshold 32] . While the structure of orientation maps within the super cial layers of macaque primary visual cortex has been examined in several studies, the three-dimensional spatial distribution of direction selectivity, color sensitivity and contrast thresholds could not be addressed with the standard technique because these properties may reside in di erent depths. Hence, it would be extremely desirable to nd an extension of Optical Imaging such that (i) signal detection can be performed for deeper cortical structures and (ii) signals can be detected selectively for some depth within the cortex. In this work we suggest an experimental setup for high contrast depth selective Optical Imaging and, using Monte Carlo simulations, provide an estimate of the relative amount of improvement expected from our new method.
Optical Imaging of intrinsic signals uses the fact, that local neural activity causes local changes of both the absorption and the scattering properties of the neural tissue 30] . If the cortical tissue is illuminated by visible or near infrared light, these changes lead to spatial variations of the light intensity that is di usely remitted from the cortical surface. These variations, which are called intrinsic signals, are detected by recording the remitted light using a video camera or CCD-camera and are taken as a measure of the two-dimensional distribution of neural activation. Localized intrinsic absorption signals are mainly caused by changes in the oxygenation state of hemoglobine in response to increased oxygen uptake of active neurons 30, 34] . Their spatial resolution is restricted by blur due to tissue scattering and is estimated to range around 200 m 35, 36, 30] . More global absorption signals (extending about more than 500 m), are related to activity-dependent changes in blood ow and blood volume. The strength of the absorption signal is determined by the relative di erence in absorbance between the oxygenated and deoxygenated state of hemoglobine, which is generally wavelength dependent. Hemoglobine signals are carried by the cortical capillary bed. Intrinsic scattering signals, in contrast, might be caused by changes in the distributions of refracting surfaces within the tissue. It could be shown that the transmittance of hippocampal tissue in vitro increases both after induced cell swelling 37] and neural excitation 36, 38] . Though little is known about the wavelength dependence of tissue scattering signals, they are discussed to be wavelength-independent 30].
Cortical tissue represents a turbid medium that for red and near infrared wavelengths is characterized by strong scattering (scattering coe cients s 10mm ?1 ) with a strong forward scattering anisotropy (g 0:9) and weak absorption (absorption coe cients a 0:1mm ?1 ) 39]. As a consequence, photons entering the tissue typically undergo multiple mostly forward directed scattering processes before they are either absorbed or remitted from the tissue. Therefore they can propagate to considerable depths and can spread over consideable lateral distances of approximately 1mm, before they are remitted. Absorption signals are sampled through the whole volume passed by the photons, such that information about the depth of these bloodrelated signals can not be detected by video-imaging. Further, due to the lateral spread of the photon pathways, intrinsic blood-related signals are strongly blurred by the tissue, which leads to a loss both in lateral resolution and contrast. Due to this blur, intrinsic signals detected by conventional video optical imaging are very likely caused by activities within the super cial cortical layers up to depths of 800 m for 750nm wavelength 30] and even less for shorter wavelengths, however the exact depth up to which optical changes contribute to intrinsic signals is unknown. Published estimates for the lateral resolutions range around 200 m 35, 36, 30] , however this value strongly depends on the wavelength and the depth of the signals within the tissue. Neural activation in response to external stimuli, in contrast, occurs over the entire cortical depth of about 2mm. Since di erent cortical layers are very likely to carry out di erent processing tasks, it is important to obtain information from deeper cortical layers and, even more importantly, depth-selective information about stimulus-evoked neural activation, which leads to the requirement of 3D Optical Imaging.
Confocal Scanning Laser techniques have been used in ophthalmoscopy (with fast image sampling rates up to video frequency of 50 or 60 frames per second 40, 41, 42, 43] ), in densitometry 44, 45] and in confocal microscopy 46], where they have been shown to allow for depth-resolved detection of uorecence signals. However, a uorescing object acts as a light source such that the origin of the emitted photons and therefore the location of the object in depth can be well detected by confocal optics. In contrast, absorption and scattering signals are sampled over the whole volume passed by an ensemble of photons such that information about the depth of local absorbers or scatterers cannot be obtained in an obvious way.
In this work we investigate, to what extent Scanning Laser techniques can improve the lateral resolution and help preserving depth information about intrinsic absorption signals such as the blood oxygenation signal. In order to achieve this we setup a model cortical tissue that is described by the optical properties measured for human gray matter in vitro 39]. A local absorber is embedded into the tissue, which represents a model for an intrinsic absorption signal source. Into this model tissue we inject a narrow beam of photons and calculate their pathways through the tissue using Monte Carlo simulations 47, 48, 49] . From all photons that exit the model tissue we obtain the di use re ectance pattern for this illumination condition. These simulations are carried out for di erent depths of the absorber and for di erent locations of the incoming beam. We will compare Scanning Laser detection of blood-related signals to conventional video imaging. It is shown that Scanning Laser Optical Imaging strongly increases the contrast, the lateral resolution and the maximum depth within the tissue up to which a local absorber can be detected. Further we characterize how the radial pro les of the di use re ectance patterns are changed by an absorber located at di erent depths and nd a correlation between the curve shape and the vertical location of the absorber. Finally, We suggest an experimental setup for the measurement of these radial pro les. Parts of the results reported here have been submitted in abstract form 50].
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce the optical model and describe the Monte Carlo simulation method. Section 3 contains (i) the comparison of the contrast and lateral resolution of simulated Scanning Laser Optical Imaging to that of simulated video Optical Imaging and (ii) a characterization of the changes observed in a simulated di use re ectance pattern due to the presence of a local absorber at various depths within the tissue. In section 4, we discuss our results and suggest a possible technical implementation of Scanning Laser Optical Imaging.
Methods

Light propagation in inhomogeneous turbid media
As a model of the grey matter of the neocortex, we consider a semi-in nite continuous turbid medium which extends to in nity in the x-and y-directions and in the negative z-direction such that its surface lies within the x-y-plane (see also gure 2a). The optical properties of this medium can be characterized by its index of refraction n (assumed to be constant), its absorption coe cient a (r), its scattering coe cient s (r), and by a phase function p(r; s;s 0 ), where r = (x; y; z) denotes the location in space and s;s 0 represent unit vectors describing the propagation direction of a photon before and after a scattering process 39, 51, 52, 53] . The coe cients a (r) and s (r) are the probability density functions for an absorption or a scattering event of a photon at the location r, while the phase function p(r; s;s 0 ) is the probability density function for scattering a photon at the location r from direction s into direction s 0 ( gure 1).
Figure 1
In order to describe the propagation of photons through the tissue, expressions for scattering and absorption probabilities along given trajectories are required. In order to obtain these quantities, we consider a bundle of n 0 photons, which propagate from a starting location r 0 along a straight trajectory r(t) = r 0 + l s; l 0. In this formulation, l is identical to the distance of the photons from the starting point. Due to absorption and scattering processes, the number of photons along the trajectory decreases according to dn(l) dl = ? (r(l)) n(l); (1) while the photons propagate through a layer of tissue between r 0 +ls and r 0 +(l+dl)s.
The coe cient represents a for absorption and s for scattering respectively. If absorption and scattering processes are statistically independent, the total attenuation due to both mechanisms results as dn(l) dl = ? ( a (r(l)) + s (r(l))) n(l) =: ? t (r(l)) n(l) (2) where t (r) = a (r) + s (r) is the total attenuation coe cient. Integration of the di erential equation Eq. (1) or (2) 
P t (l) represents the probability for a photon not to undergo any tissue interaction between r 0 and r 0 + ls. Similarly, the survival probability under consideration of absorption events only becomes P a (l) = exp ?
and the survival probability for scattering is P s (l) = exp ?
Note, that due to the inhomogenity of the medium, the probabilities Eqs. (4) - (6) depend on the trajectory (i.e. on r 0 and s) of the photons within the tissue. In the special case of a homogeneous medium, a (r) = a ; s (r) = s , the interaction probabilities reduce to simple exponential expressions, P a (l) = exp(? a l); (7) P s (l) = exp(? s l); (8) (10) In the special case of a homogeneous medium, the light propagation in biological tissue (in the limit s a ) can be described by di usion theory yielding an e ective penetration depth of 53] eff = (3 a ( a + s (1 ? g))) ?1=2 : (11) The di use re ectance pattern D( ) caused by illumination with a narrow, vertically incident light beam is then D( ) = 1 2 exp(? = eff ); (12) where denotes the two-dimensional distance vector between a location on the surface of the tissue and the incoming light beam. For example, biologically plausible parameters at 633nm light (i.e. those of human gray matter in vitro: a = 0:26mm ?1 , s = 6:02mm ?1 , and g = 0:88 39]) lead to an e ective penetration depth of eff = 0:875mm, such that incident photons propagate approximately 0.9mm into the tissue and laterally spread by the same amount. In section 3, we will provide results about the detailed behaviour of the penetration depth and will show that its knowledge generally allows for the restoration of depth information of a local absorber using Scanning Laser techniques.
Simpli ed tissue model for localized absorbers
Localized intrinsic blood-related signals are caused by a local increase of the absorption coe cient of cortical tissue at red and near-infrared light due to local deoxygenation of blood by active neurons. Our goal is to determine the pattern of di usely remitted light (i.e. the intrinsic blood-related signal) under various illumination conditions in the presence of a local absorber within the tissue compared to the case without that absorber. We model this situation by considering the simple case of an isotropic semi-in nite medium, i.e. anisotropies such as the mainly vertical apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons or horizontal nerve ber bundles from pyramidal collaterals 56] are neglected in the present simple approach. This model tissue is taken to have constant optical parameters a , s , and g everywhere except within a hard sphere with radius , which is centered at a depth ?Z < 0 below the origin of the coordinate system, i.e. the center of which is located at R = (0; 0; ?Z) ( gure 2a).
This sphere serves as a model for the local variation of the light absorption within the tissue (i.e. a blood-related intrinsic signal source) in response to a local neural activation blob. According to that, the absorption coe cient within the sphere is increased by A > 0 resulting in a total absorption coe cient of a;sphere = a + A (13) for the local absorber. A will be referred to as incremental absorption coe cient. The scattering properties, in contrast, are assumed to be identical within and outside the sphere.
Figure 2
Within this framework, the scattering probability for a photon propagating within the tissue simply reduces to Beer's law, Eq. (8) and the phase function is given by a single Henyey-Greenstein expression, p(r; ) p( ) (Eq. (10)). The only quantity that depends on the trajectory of a photon through the tissue is the absorption probability P a (l) Eq. (15) belong to three di erent spatial scenarios: (i) The whole trajectory runs outside the sphere or touches it in only one point (two negative solutions, one or no real solution), (ii) the trajectory starts inside the sphere and leaves it (one positive and one negative solution), or (iii) it starts outside the sphere, enters it and leaves it again (two positive solutions). Now the integration within the exponent of the survival probability for absorption, Eq.
(5), can be carried out for the three cases leading to the following probabilities: Case (i), trajectory outside the sphere: P a (l) = exp(? a l): (16) Case (ii), trajectory starts inside the sphere:
Case (iii), trajectory penetrates sphere:
Hence, the total probability P a (l 0 ) for a photon to survive the propagation from r 0 to r 0 + l 0 s without being absorbed is given by the product of elementary survival probabilities, where each single probability describes only the contribution of the propagation through the homogeneous medium (exp(? a l 0 )) or through the sphere (for example exp(? A (l 2 ? l 1 ))). This property, which simply arises from the assumed independence of di erent absorption mechanisms, allows for a straightforward generalization of the calculation of P a (l 0 ) to several absorbing regions S 1 ; :::; S M with incremental absorption coe cients A;1 ; :::; A;M , which can be e ciently numerically implemented: One determines the pathlength l m of the photon within each absorber S m , which then yields the survival probability
Monte-Carlo simulations
Monte-Carlo methods for the description of light propagation through turbid media have been described in detail elsewhere 47, 48, 49, 55, 57] . We apply the method in order to characterize the propagation pathways of photons through the model tissue speci ed above. In order to achieve that, a number of photons is vertically injected into the medium, and their multiply scattered pathways through the medium are followed (up to a maximum number of iterations) until they are either absorbed or leave the medium again. For the exiting photons, the maximum penetration depths, the exit location and the angle of exit are stored in order to be able to test di erent simulated detection methods on the remitted photon sets o ine after the simulation. The propagation pathway for each photon through the tissue is determined as follows. First the photon is injected into the medium at a xed position (x I ; y I ) such that it initially (at time step t = 0, i.e. before its rst tissue interaction) follows the trajectory r 0 (t = 0) + ls(t = 0) with r 0 (0) = (x I ; y I ; 0) and s(0) = (0; 0; ?1).
In order to determine the location of the next tissue interaction, the propagation length l s is drawn from the survival probability P s (l), Eq. (8), which provides the current free pathlength in presence of tissue scattering alone. Next, the probability for the photon to be absorbed along its current free pathway, i.e. between r 0 and r 0 + l s s, is determined. This probability is just 1 ? P a (l s ), where P a (l) is taken from Eqs. (16)-(18) using r 0 (t) and s(t). Comparison of a uniformly distributed random number x (between 0 and 1) to P a (l s ) decides, if the photon is absorbed (x > P a (l s )) or not. If the photon survives, the start of its next trajectory is taken to be r 0 (t + 1) = r 0 (t) + l s s(t), and its next propagation direction s(t+1) is determined from the scattering angle and (see gure 2a), which in turn are drawn from the Henyey-Greenstein distribution Eq. (10) and from a uniform distribution between 0 and 2 respectively.
If a photon exits the medium, it is rst tested, if it undergoes total re ection on the surface of the medium. If this is the case, the photon trajectory is re ected back into the medium, otherwise the photon is allowed to exit the medium where the exit direction is determined according to Snellius' law. Re exion processes besides total re exion are not taken into account, because during the analysis of the remitted patterns we consider only photons exiting steeper than 60 deg, where the specular re exion is weak and not very strongly dependent on the exit angle. For each exiting photon, the maximum penetration depth, the exit location and the exit angle between the trajectory and the surface normal are stored. After the injection of a large amount of photons, these quantities characterize the di use re ectance patterns under the considered illumination condition.
Simulation of scanning laser optical imaging
In the present work we investigate, to what extent the application of Scanning Laser techniques help increasing the resolution and preserving depth information during the optical detection of of blood-related intrinsic signals. In this technique, a thin, collimated laser beam scans line by line over the object under consideration, which in our case is a part of the tissue surface. For a given position of the beam, the di usely re ected light is unscanned by propagating it through the x-y-scan unit in the reverse direction and guided (eventually through a confocal mask) to a light detector. This re ected light is used to determine the gray level of a single pixel within the image frame, the position of which within the frame is determined by the current orientation of the scanning laser beam and thus corresponds to the currently illuminated small patch of cortical tissue. During one complete scan, the gray levels of all pixels within the image frame are measured in sequence. Since the whole distribution of the di usely re ected light is related only to a single pixel, one can detect more subtle properties of the di use re ectance pattern and therefore obtain additional information about the location and shape of the absorber within the tissue. We simulate Optical Imaging by de ning a two-dimensional photon injection raster (x I;m ; y I;n ) = (m r; n r); m; n = 0; 1; :::; M on the surface of the model tissue. At each of the (2M + 1)(2M + 1) raster points, N photons are vertically injected into the tissue and the di use re ectance pattern is calculated as described in the previous paragraph. Only photons exiting steeper than 60 deg are taken into account corresponding to a numerical aperture of NA = 0:5 of the considered imaging system. The resulting (2M + 1) 2 di use re ection patterns then represent the starting point of the simulation of both video imaging and Scanning Laser imaging.
For conventional video-imaging, the tissue surface is covered with a single large raster. For each pixel (x; y) of this raster, the photons of all (2M+1)(2M+1) re ection patterns emerging through that pixel are summed up yielding the distribution I(x; y) of remitted photons after the application of all (2M + 1)(2M + 1) incoming light beams. This corresponds to a simultaneous illumination of all raster points with in total (2M + 1)(2M + 1)N photons and a simultaneous detection of the remitted light. In order to avoid boundary e ects, i.e. in order to take into account photons that are injected outside the injection raster but exit the tissue within the detection raster, injection points outside the injection raster are added and equipped with the re ectance pattern obtained for the homogeneous medium.
For Scanning Laser imaging, in contrast, the total remitted photon count is determined for each of the (2M + 1)(2M + 1) re ection patterns and is assigned to the single raster point, around which the corresponding re ection pattern is centered.
Note, that the di erences in the images derived from both methods result from di erent kinds of the light detection rather than from di erent kinds of illumination or the detection of di erent tissue properties, since the identical photon propagation pathways are used for both imaging methods. This enables us to provide a reliable comparison of the relative changes in image resolution and contrast.
The simulator was implemented in C and TCL/TK on SUN Sparc 4 and Sparc 20 workstations. All simulations were run using a single set of optical parameters, that were taken to be those of human gray matter in vitro at 633nm, i.e. a = 0:26mm ?1 , s = 6:02mm ?1 , and g = 0:88 39]. The index of refraction was taken to be that of water, i.e. n = 1:33. If a local absorbing sphere was present, its radius was = 0:1mm and its incremental absorption coe cient was set to A = 10mm ?1 . This possibly unrealistically high value was chosen, because it does not change any of our results qualitatively (see also discussion) but strongly increases the quantitative e ect of the local absorber on the simulated di use re ectance pattern.
For the detection of exiting photons, the tissue surface was divided into a raster of (2n a + 1) (2n a + 1) squares with diameters a around the photon injection site, which was kept constant for each single simulation. The number of exiting photons and their properties were stored separately for each square and were assigned to the corresponding raster point. For each square (x; y), the photons were sorted according to n z di erent maximum penetration depths in steps of z and n di erent exit angles in steps of = =(2n ) ( gure 3). The grid constant of the detection raster was taken to be the same than that of the photon injection raster. The resulting image I(x; y) for conventional Optical Imaging using a video-or CCD-camera was computed as described in the method section. Scanning Laser Optical Imaging was simulated by summing over the total re ected light for each photon injection (x; y) separately and taking the resulting value as the gray level I(x; y) of a single pixel corresponding to the photon injection site. No confocal geometry was used for these simulations, such that it corresponds to a \ ying spot" geometry. Figure 4 Figure 4 shows the resulting video images (left column) and scanning laser images (right column) of the absorber for absorber depths of Z = 0:2 and 0:6mm respectively. Even for a very shallow location of the absorber, its video image is already strongly blurred (upper left), while for Z = 0:6mm it is not detectable anymore in the current framework of 10 6 injected photons. The Scanning Laser images, in contrast, are much less blurred and stronger in contrast. As a consequence, which becomes obvious from a comparison of the two bottom plots, the simulated Scanning Laser technique can image deeper structures than the video technique.
The latter ability was quanti ed by calculating the di use re ectance patterns for di erent absorber depths between 0.1 and 1mm and calculating the contrast c of the resulting image I(x; y) for the two cases of video imaging and Scanning Laser imaging as c = max x;y (I(x; y)) ? min x;y (I(x; y)) max x;y (I(x; y)) : (20) The results are plotted in gure 5. For all depths, the contrast of the Scanning Laser image is considerably higher than that of the corresponding video image. With increasing absorber depth, it falls less than half as strong as the contrast within the video image, which for the conditions under consideration reaches the noise level at Z 0:5mm. This predicts that Scanning Laser techniques can detect intrinsic optical signals up to at least twice the maximum depth as video techniques in the same situation. Figure 5 The increase in performance for Scanning Laser imaging can be understood by considering the basic di erence between Scanning Laser detection and videodetection. During video imaging, collimated incoming light can be understood as a bundle of parallel incident light rays, where each of the rays produces its own di use re ectance pattern. The total video image then is a superposition of these re ection patterns. If the local absorber a ects a given re ectance pattern, its e ect is distributed over a region of the video image which is related to the lateral extent of the re ectance pattern. Thus, the re ection patterns act similar to convolution kernels and ? consequently ? video imaging detects a blurred image of the absorber.
During Scanning Laser imaging, in contrast, each incoming light ray is applied individually and the detected re ectance pattern is spatially collapsed to form the gray level of a single pixel. This corresponds to an online deconvolution of the detected image compared to video imaging, which results in both an improved image resolution and image contrast of Scanning Laser optical imaging.
Depth detection of a local absorber
This subsection aims in the characterization of a single di use re ectance pattern. First a Monte Carlo simulation of the di use re ectance pattern in response to a narrow incident light beam was carried out on a homogeneous model tissue without any additional local absorber. For that simulation, 10 8 photons were injected vertically at the origin of the model tissue and the di use re ectance pattern was characterized as described in the methods section. The photon properties were stored with n a = 30 (61 61 raster) in a = 50 m steps, n = 18, n z = 30 and z = 50 m. Using this information, penetration depth histograms of the photons were calculated as a function of the radial distance of their exit location from the incoming light beam. For that, the photons of all raster points between two circles with radii r 1 := r a ? r=2 and r 2 = r 1 + r =2 were lumped together (see gure 6b, inset), and the joint penetration depth histogram h (r a ) was calculated as h (r a ) = X fx;yjr 1 x 2 +y 2 r 2 g h (x; y); = 0; :::; n z ? 1;
where h (x; y) is the number of photons which exit the tissue within the square at (x; y) and at the same time have a maximum penetration depth between z and ( + 1) z.
Figure 6
The resulting penetration depth histograms for radial boundaries r 1 = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6mm and r 2 = r 1 + 0:2mm are shown in gure 6a. One observes, that both the mean and the most frequent penetration depths systematically increase with the distance of the photon exit points from the incoming beam. Therefore, by selectively measuring photons that exit from the tissue through an annulus around the photon injection site with radius r a = r 1 + r 2 =2 and width r (henceforth referred to as detection annulus), one can approximately select the detected photons by their di erent penetration depths. Figure 6b plots the most frequent penetration depths z p of the photons (i.e. the maxima of the functions in gure 6a) vs. the radius r a of the detection annulus and reveals a roughly linear relationship between both quantities. The least squares t of a linear function yields z p = 1:30r a ? 0:02. Selective measurement of photons that exit from an annulus around the illuminated origin can be performed using standard confocal geometry by application of an annulus-type confocal mask which is optically conjugate to the surface of the tissue (cf. gure 9 and discussion).
Now we compare the di use re ectance patterns for a single incident light beam obtained from a homogeneous tissue (see previous subsection) to that obtained from the same tissue equipped with a local absorber at R = (0; 0; ?Z) (i.e. below the the photon injection point). Di use re ectance patterns with 10 8 injected photons each were calculated for vertical positions Z = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8mm of the local absorber. The di erence between the two-dimensional di use re ectance patterns of the homogeneous medium and the medium plus an absorber represents the changes in re ected light due to the presence of the absorber and thus can be related to the intrinsic optical signal caused by the strongly absorbing blob.
Figure 7
Figure 7 displays these di erence patterns for the four depths of the absorber on a 41 41 raster with 0:05mm grid constant. The extent of darkening represents the decrease of re ected light intensity for each raster point. The result shows, that the strength of the absorption signal strongly decreases with increasing depth of the absorber indicating that it is di cult to infer the total variation in the absorption coe cient caused by a signal source from optical imaging recordings without any knowledge about its vertical location and distribution. Further, besides the amplitude of the intrinsic signal, also its spatial characteristics vary with the depth of the absorber: The deeper the absorber is located within the tissue, the more light is absorbed from the periphery of the di use re ectance pattern compared to the amount of light absorbed from the center.
Proceeding from that observation it was tested, if the radial behaviour of the re ectance can be used to gain depth information about the absorber. The radial re ectance function R(r a ), which is de ned as the amount of light remitted through a detection annulus with central radius r a and width r, was calculated for the homogeneous medium and the media containing the absorbers. We chose r = 0:1mm and r a = 0:05 + k0:1mm, k = 0; 1; 2; :::. The maximum value of each radial re ectance function, which was located at k = 0 for all cases, was normalized to unity in order to separate the amplitude information from changes in the curve shape. The resulting normalized re ectance functions for the homogeneous medium R 0;hom (r a ) and for the medium plus absorber at Z, R 0;Z (r a ), were then subtracted from each other to yield the change in the curve shape, S Z (r a ), with S Z (r a ) := R 0;Z (r a ) ? R 0;hom (r a ). The changes in curve shape, again normalized to unity, are plotted for Z = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8mm in gure 8. The behaviour of the change in the shape of the radial re ectance functions con rms the qualitative observation from gure 7, that with increasing depth of the absorber the changes in re ected light intensity shift to increasing radii. This results shows, that one can to some extent gain depth information about the local absorbing region by measuring the radial re ectance functions through a set of confocal annuli with increasing widths and analyzing changes in the shapes of the resulting functions. Figure 8 
Discussion
The simulations carried out in the present work predict, that the application of Scanning Laser techniques for Optical Imaging of blood-related intrinsic signals, i.e. absorption signals, provides a two-fold advantage over conventional video imaging: (i) the lateral resolution, the contrast, and the maximum depth up to which a local absorber can be detected is considerably increased (approximately by a factor of 2) compared to conventional video imaging, and (ii) information about the depth of the absorber within the tissue can be gained at least to some extent. Due to the rst advantage, Scanning Laser techniques generally help improving image quality of Optical Imaging records and are useful even for stimulus condition, to which the cortex responds in a columnar way such as orientation selectivity 32]. If it is known, that the absorbers have a columnar shape, one may simply ignore the depth information contained in the shape of the radial re ectance pro le and take advantage of the improved lateral resolution and contrast of Scanning Laser Optical Imaging. Due to the second advantage, Scanning Laser Optical Imaging for the rst time could address the spatial arrangement of layer-speci c cortical responses such as direction selectivity in macaque layer 4B 33] or color sensitivity.
Possible setup for scanning laser optical imaging
We showed that depth information about the local absorber under consideration is contained in the radial pro le of the di use re ectance pattern. This pro le can be measured by counting the backscattered photons as a function of the distance of their exit point from the incoming light beam yielding the radial re ectance function R(r). In order to achieve this, one has to selectively detect photons that exit the tissue through an annulus with a given radius (the detection annulus) around the illuminated spot. In addition this has to be done for several di erently sized annuli simultaneously. In this paragraph we suggest a possibility to setup a online detector for the radial re ectance function. The basic principle for the setup of a single detection annulus is to use a confocal geometry with an appropriately sized ring aperture. However, in contrast to conventional confocal detection, where the optically conjugate plane of the confocal aperture lies within the tissue slice to be scanned, a detection annulus is implemented if the optically conjugate plane of the confocal aperture coincides with the surface of the tissue. If this is the case, the tissue surface acts as a light source under consideration and the confocal geometry selects photons emitted by a ring-shaped part of the surface without constraining the exit angles of the photons (up to the numerical aperture).
In order to measure the radial re ectance function, one has to simultaneously detect light remitted through a set of concentric annuli. We suggest two possible experimental setups for this measurement. The rst possibility is to record the whole di use re ectance pattern using a CCD-camera. From the image of the di use reectance pattern one can then calculate the radial re ectance function by marginalizing over the angle. However, CCD-cameras provide relatively low frame rates (e.g. 60 Hz). Since only one pixel of the Scanning Laser image per video frame can be detected, this method is too slow for the detection of su ciently highly resolving optical images. For example, the recording of a scanning laser image with 256 256 pixels would require roughly 18 minutes. However, this method bears relatively low costs and may be suitable for non-space-resolved optical detection, for example during the developmental phase of the depth detection method. Figure 9 Currently available Scanning Laser devices such as Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopes use avalanche diodes for light detection 44], which have single photon sensitivity and very short readout times. Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopes can provide images in video resolution (equivalent to 768 512 pixels) in video frame rate 40, 41, 42, 43, 58, 59] . Our second suggestion for a possible implementation of Scanning Laser imaging is illustrated schematically in gure 9. We suggest to modify the detector unit of a Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscope by installing a cascade of ringshaped mirrors, the apertures of which become smaller in diameter with increasing distance from the re ected light to be detected. A confocal optical setup with a high depth of focus generates an image of the di use re ectance pattern on the rst mirror. This mirror re ects the most peripheral part of the re ectance pattern to a detector D n and passes the remaining light to the second mirror, which in turn re ects the remaining most peripheral part of the light to detector D n?1 etc., until the central part of the incoming light hits the last detector D 1 . The n detectors provide the radial re ectance function in real time, i.e. with the full temporal and intensity resolution of the detectors.
The 3D-distribution of changes in light absorbance could then be estimated as follows: First, a full 2D-set of radial re ectance functions, i.e. one function for each pixel of the frame, is measured using the proposed setup. Our simulations show, that the di erent detection annuli of that setup to some extent select photons by their penetration depths into the tissue (see gure 6a). In addition, the most frequent penetration depth depends roughly linearly on the radius of the considered detection annulus ( gure 6b), such that the photons detected by a given annulus can be assigned a quantitative penetration depth via this relationship. If the penetration depth selectivity by each annulus would be perfect, the changes in the radial pro le for one pixel would be just the cumulative change in absorption (its integral from the surface up to the depth under consideration), as soon as the abszissa is scaled to re ect the photon penetration depths via the relationship mentioned above. Thus the rst derivative of the re ectance function of a given pixel would yield the vertical distribution of absorbance changes below that pixel. However, because the penetration depth selectivity is not perfect but consists of rather broad histograms ( gure 6a), the 3D-distribution obtained from this procedure represents a convolution of the original distribution with an unknown convolution kernel. We are currently testing 3D blind deconvolution techniques for their ability to recover the original model distribution from a set of simulated radial re ectance pro les. These deconvolution techniques then have to be calibrated and tested on real data, which could be obtained from brain tissue equipped with absorbers such as small ink droplets at known depths.
In uence of variations in the simulation setup
In this subsection we want to discuss to what extent di erent assumptions made for the simulation setup could in uence the results obtained. As pointed out in the methods section, all tissue optics simulations were carried out using a single set of optical parameters taken from human gray matter in vitro. Though the true values and their variances to be expected in vital cortical tissue are not known, all optical parameters of biological tissues are relatively similar to each other suggesting a not too strong deviation of the true parameters from the ones taken in the present work. However, our optical parameters were obtained on blood-free preparations and blood has a considerably higher scattering and absorption coe cient than the brain tissue, such that the in vivo values for a and s could be higher than those taken in the present work.
Variations in the absorption coe cients leave the trajectories of the photons unchanged, but lead to the absorption of a di erent fraction of them. As can be seen from Eq. (19) , if the absorption coe cient increases from a to a + a , the survival probability for the homogeneous medium changes to P a (l) = exp(? a l) exp(? a l), such that photons with longer pathways through the tissue are more strongly absorbed than those with short trajectories. Hence, according to gure 7, an increase in a would cause a stronger lateral decay of the di use re ectance pattern. Similarly, a decrease in the forward scattering anisotropy g or an increase in the scattering coe cient s would similarly cause a lateral shrink of the di use re ectance pattern (Eq. (11)). In contrast, changes in the incremental absorption coe cient A of the local absorber does not change any of our results qualitatively, since for a given set of photon trajectories, the number of photons that hit the absorber remains constant. Therefore, the only e ect of an increase of the absorption coe cient by A is a decrease the fraction of photons, which can actually pass the absorber by a factor in the order of exp(?2 A ), where is the absorber radius. Due to this reason, we strongly increased the absorption coe cient of the local absorber compared to a biologically realistic value, because this reduces the number of injected photons necessary to reveal its e ect. However, if one aims in the investigation of the images of several absorbers or interacting absorbers and local scatterers, it may become important to take more realistic values for the absorption coe cient A . For example, the detection of two absorbers, one being located above the other, may occur roughly independent of each other because of the small size of the change (0.1 % change of the backscattered light). However, if both of them are provided with very strong absorption coe cients in a simulation, the deeper absorber may become even undetectable because the more super cial absorber removes all the photons attempting to pass it. This may in fact occur in the case of super cial cortical blood vessels, which weaken both the incoming and the re ected light and thereby probably in uence the strengths of the detected intrinsic signals 60]. E ects involving several local absorbers and scatterers as well as blood vessel artifacts can be well investigated by Monte Carlo simulations and are under investigation by our group.
The number of injected photons per illuminated spot was arbitrarily chosen either as N = 10 6 photons for the scanning simulations or as N = 10 8 photons for the investigations of the di use re ectance patterns. Since Optical Imaging works under strong illumination conditions, the noise sources for the detection of changes in re ectance are dominated by photon shot noise ranging around p N, which in turn restricts the signal-to-noise ratio for the detection of these re ectance changes. In this estimate, we treat biological noise, i.e. re ectance changes that are not related to neural activity (such as slow changes in the oxygenation level of blood 30]), as signal rather than as noise, as they are generated by the tissue and not by the recording setup. Photon shot noise levels for realistic Scanning Laser imaging experiments can be estimated by calculating the approximate number of photons that are used to record a single pixel during a scan. For a wavelength of 605nm (which is frequently taken for optical imaging 30]), a single photon carries roughly the energy of E p = hc= = 3 10 ?19 J (h is Planck's constant and c is the speed of light). A rough estimate for the photo damage limit for biological tissue (though estimated for skin only) is 0.3W/cm 2 for illuminations up to 100s 61]. If the scanning light beam covers a surface of 5mm 5mm, a realistic power for that beam is 10mW, which leads to an intensity roughly ten times below the photo damage limit. For that power, the light beam carries about 3 10 16 photons per second. If the whole image is divided into 256 256 pixels, each pixel is then recorded using roughly N t = 4:6 10 11 photons. Hence, the noise level in this experiment would be reduced by a factor p N=N t compared to the shown simulation results, i.e. approximately 1/680 for the scanning simulation and 1/68 for the simlated di use re ectance patterns. The background level of re ected light in the Scanning Laser images is about 14000 photons per pixel in the simulations ( gure 4), which in the experiment described above would be increased to N p = 6:4 10 9 backscattered photons. The minimum detectable signal is then p N p = 80000 photons and the minimum detectable contrast becomes p N p =N p = 1:25 10 ?5 . For a very coarse estimation of the minimum detectable change in the absorption coe cient, we assume a linear relationship between the strength of the incremental absorption coe cient A within the sphere and the resulting contrast within the image (i.e. linearization of the exponential absorption probability). In this case, the simulated contrast caused by an absorber with A = 10mm ?1 located at a depth of 1mm is c = 0:13 ( gure 5). The estimated minimum detectable change in absorption for this depth becomes (10 1:25 10 ?5 =0:13)mm 10 ?3 mm ?1 .
For the simulations, we assumed a vertical illumination of the model tissue, which is only approximately ful lled with Scanning Laser techniques and is practically not ful lled for conventional video imaging. Rather, the cortex is illuminated laterally under a relatively small angle in order for the video camera to have access to the cortical surface. This kind of illumination should further decrease the penetration depth of the light and increase its lateral spread thus further decreasing the image quality reached by the video imaging technique. This points to a further advantage of Scanning Laser detection, where illumination and light detection occur along the same optical pathway thus allowing an approximately vertical illumination in a natural way.
Finally, all simulations assume a geometrically at and optically isotropic tissue, whereas biological tissue is de nitely non-isotropic and curved. The curvedness of realistic tissues may not cause strong problems for Scanning Laser imaging, since the proposed light detection method involves a high depth of focus. However, possible in uences of tissue anisotropies have to be tested both by simulations and by experiments.
Possible experimental tests of Scanning Laser imaging could be performed by rst injecting small local absorbers such as micro beads or small patches of inc into nerve tissue, then imaging the tissue and afterwards histologically determining the location and extension of the absorbers. If these experimental tests con rm our simulations, we may have the key to a new generation of devices for high contrast and high resolution optical detection of three-dimensional neural activity distributions. Figure Captions   Fig 1 The phase function p(r; s;s 0 ) describes the probability density for a photon to be scattered from propagation direction s into direction s 0 at r. For isotropic media, the phase function depends only on the position r and on the scattering angle .  Fig 2 (a) The model tissue is assumed to be an isotropic, semi-in nite medium with constant optic parameters a , s , and g. Within a small sphere with radius centered around R = (0; 0; ?Z) the absorption coe cient is increased by A . This spheric absorber models a localized blood-related intrinsic signal source caused by a small neural activation blob. (b) Behaviour of the survival probability P a (l) of a photon along a trajectory r 0 + ls for the three practically di erent cases, namely:
(i) the photon misses the sphere, (ii) it leaves the sphere, and (iii) it penetrates the sphere. injection point is divided into a raster of (2n a + 1) (2n a + 1) pixels of a on a side". If a photon exits at a given square, its maximum penetration depth is stored in a corresponding penetration depth histogram with n z bins and penetration depth intervals z. Similarly, the exit angle between the surface normal and its exit direction is stored. (b) The peak penetration depth depends approximately linearly on the radius r a = (r 1 + r 2 )=2 of the detection annulus. Solid: linear least squares t, o set -0.02mm, slope 1.30, circles: data. Inset: Calculation of the penetration depth histograms vs. the lateral spread of the photons. The histogram is built from all photons that were exiting the medium within an annulus between r 1 and r 2 (detection annulus). For these photons, the di erent possible maximum penetration depths were counted in order to determine the penetration depth histogram. 
